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1. INTRODUCTION
Let L be a field with algebraic closure L and let T be the AbelianL
 .group under composition of translations by members of L, i.e., T sL
 4t : a g L , where t : x ¬ x q a. Of course, T is isomorphic to thea a L
 .additive group of L. For any positive integer d ) 1 let P be the cyclicd
group of maps generated by the power map e : x ¬ x d. The inverse of ed d
1r dis the root map r : x ¬ x and whenever r acts on x g L it has to bed d
assumed that some dth root of x in L has been selected.
For L a field of characteristic zero so that P is an infinite cyclicd
.group , subgroups of the composition group generated by members of TL
 .and of all P d ) 1 have been investigated and found to be free or freed
w xproducts of Abelian groups. The pioneering work was by White 11 , who
considered the group generated by the real bijections t and e for a fixed1 d
odd prime d. His result is included in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 below. We first
 w x w x .state a generalization from 1 , d odd, and 6 , d arbitrary in which, for
 .any word element w in the abstract free product P )T , Q denotes thed L w
 .field obtained by adjoining to Q the finite set of a g L such that t isa
involved in the word w.
THEOREM 1.1. Let L be a field of characteristic zero and w a non-empty
 .word in P )T , where d ) 1 is an integer. Then, for all a in L except ford L
those in a certain finite subset algebraic o¨er Q , we ha¨e a w / a , irrespec-w
ti¨ e of the choice of root extracted at any stage. In particular, if the dth root of
e¨ery element of L is pre-assigned, then the group of maps on L generated by
P and T is the free product P )T .d L d L
When L s R and d is odd, the words in the abstract free product
  ..P )T are all natural bijections of R i.e., members of Sym R and wed R
obtain the following result from which we can recover White’s theorem by
.taking d prime .
 .THEOREM 1.2. Let d ) 1 be an odd integer. Then the real bijections
t and e generate a free group P )T of rank 2. Further, gi¨ en any1 d d Z
real transcendental number z , no member of P )T , other than the identity,d Z
fixes z .
COROLLARY 1.3. With d, z as in Theorem 1.2, P )T is a transiti¨ ed Z
 .subgroup of Sym S , where S is the orbit of z under the group.z z
Corollary 1.3 yields a natural representation of the free group of rank 2
as a transitive permutation group on a countable set.
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Field theory has been the means of establishing the results we have
quoted and their generalizations the most refined version of the mecha-
w x.nism is in 7 . Typically, this was aided by a geometric argument in the
complex plane in which Q was embedded in C. A by-product of ourw
discussion in this paper is that the geometry is redundant for Theorem 1.1
 .with d odd and so for Theorem 1.2, see Section 3. Moreover, our
exposition can be transferred to characteristic zero and provides a proof of
White’s theorem. Nevertheless, our main purpose is to consider analogues
in fields of prime characteristic.
 .Accordingly, let L be a field of prime characteristic p and d ) 1 be a
 p .  . ppositive integer. Since a q 1 s a q 1 for all a in L, we have that
e t ey1 ty1 is the identity map. Hence we must evidently assume thatp 1 p 1
p ¦ d. When L is a finite field, T is an elementary Abelian p-group. ForL
 .some values of d, P acts naturally as a finite cyclic subgroup of Sym L .d
In other cases, P is an infinite cyclic group of maps of L into L with dthd
.roots of members of L specified . In no case do the maps generated by Pd
 .and T form their free product as the reader will quickly see . So weL
assume that L is an infinite field.
The success of the field-theoretical method that has been developed
depends on underlying key lemmas on polynomials. For results in charac-
teristic zero these had been established by means of the geometry of the
complex plane. In fact, an analysis of the present paper reveals that, for
Theorem 1.2 itself, a geometric argument is not essential, though for the
w xmore general results of 1, 6 it does not seem easy to dispense with one. In
characteristic p, the analogue of a trivial lemma in characteristic zero,
concerning the impossibility of a polynomial identity of the form
d df x q a s g x , 1.1 .  .  . .
seems to require great care. Indeed, whereas the field-theoretical aspects
of our method will bear extension to cover more general results it may be
difficult to establish appropriate polynomial lemmas. Accordingly, we limit
 .our discussion to prime values of d / p . Moreover, for d s 2, consider-
 w x.able technical difficulties as in 6 would have to be overcome. So we take
d to be an odd prime. The prime p, however, may be 2, though, again for
 .reasons connected with 1.1 , in that case we exclude d from being a
 R .Mersenne prime having the form 2 y 1 .
r  .Given the prime power q s p we shall use F or GF q for the finiteq
field of order q; its algebraic closure is F s F . Associated with a word wq p
 4in the abstract free product P )T we define F w to be the fieldd L p
obtained by adjoining to the prime subfield F of L those a in L for whichp
t is involved in w.a
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THEOREM 1.4. Let L be an infinite field of prime characteristic p and let d
 .be an odd prime distinct from p and not Mersenne if p s 2 . Suppose that w
is a non-empty word in P )T . Then, for all a in L except those in a certaind L
 4finite subset algebraic o¨er F w , we ha¨e a w / a , irrespecti¨ e of the choicep
of root extracted at any stage. In particular, if the dth root of e¨ery element of
L is pre-assigned, then the group of maps on L generated by P and T is thed L
free product P )T .d L
A feature of the proof of Theorem 1.4 is that we first establish a special
 .case of it for certain simple words for which 1.1 is trivial to deal with.
 .This enables us to treat 1.1 fully and we can proceed to a proof of the
complete theorem. In particular we show that a polynomial identity of the
form
dd pf x q a s g x y x , a / 0, .  . /
 .is impossible, a fact that may be of independent interest see Lemma 3.1 .
In summary, whereas the field-theoretic framework of our inductive
w xmethod, as presented in its simplest form in 7 , transfers smoothly to
characteristic p, the influence of the characteristic in the auxiliary polyno-
mial results on which the induction depends is not insignificant and the
faithfulness of the representation of P )T established in Theorem 1.4 isd L
shown to be based on some rather delicate considerations see Sections 3,
.7, and 8 .
 .  .For given primes p, d with d ¦ p p y 1 d is odd , we have an
attractive analogue of Theorem 1.2 and its corollary in which the role of R
 .  .is played by a subfield of F a countable set . Define R s R p, d to bep
 . Rthe order of p modulo d , i.e., the least positive integer such that p ' 1
ˆ .mod d . Let F be the infinite subfield of F defined byp,d p
ˆ rF s GF p . 1.2 .  .Dp ,d
rs1
R¦r
 .Let P , . . . , P , be the distinct primes dividing R ) 1 . Then, clearly,1 s
s
NFˆ s GF q , 1.3 . .Dp ,d i
is1
R r Pi  N .where, for any i s 1, . . . , s, q s p and GF q is the infinite fieldi i
`
N rGF q s GF q . 1.4 . . . Di i
rs1
 .r , R s1
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 . w xFields like 1.4 are the subject of 2 , in whose notation N would be
` regarded as the Steinitz number  P where the product is over allP ¦ R
.  N .primes not dividing R . In this notation, subfields of GF q have the
 M .form GF q , where M is a divisor of N, finite or infinite}an infinite
subfield is obtained if at least one prime divisor P of M appears to the
w x  r .  .power `. From 2 , because d, p y 1 s 1 for each r in 1.2 , e gd
N ˆ  ..  .  .Sym GF q for each field 1.3 and hence e g Sym F ; indeed ei d p,d d
permutes every subfield. From Theorem 1.3 we therefore have the follow-
ing result, in which T denotes the cyclic group of order p generated by t .P 1
 .THEOREM 1.5. Let p be any prime and d an odd prime not di¨ iding
 .  .p p y 1 and not Mersenne if p s 2 . Then the bijections t and e generate1 d
ˆthe free product P )T o¨er any infinite subfield of F .d p p,d
As a corollary we obtain an analogue of Corollary 1.3 which is a
particularly natural and explicit faithful algebraic representation of the
 .  .free product Z) ZrpZ as a transitive subgroup of Sym N . Geometrically,
the same group has been exhibited as a Fuchsian group}specifically, a
w xtriangle group with two vertices at infinity 9, p. 197 .
We denote by S the orbit under the natural action of P )T ofg d p
  . 4  r .g s g ; r g N, R p, d ¦ r , where g g GF p .r r
COROLLARY 1.6. Let p and d be primes satisfying the hypotheses of
 .Theorem 1.5. For each r g N such that R p, d ¦ r, select a primiti¨ e root gr
 r .  . of GF p . Then P )T is a transiti¨ e subgroup of Sym S for g definedd p g
.as abo¨e .
To prove Theorem 1.4 it suffices to assume that L is algebraically
closed, i.e., L s L. Given w g P )T , define K to be the algebraicd L
 4 closure of F w . The main task is to show that z w / z if w is not thep
.trivial word for any element z transcendental over K ; for this purpose we
 .may adjoin z to L. Accordingly, we suppose z is a specified but arbitrary
transcendental and defer the deduction to members of K till Section 10.
In practice we derive Theorem 1.4 for z from a stronger result enunciated
in the next section.
2. HYPOTHESIS H
w xThe pattern developed in 1, 6 is tailored for the present context.
Assume that distinct primes p and d have been given with d odd. We
shall let D, D , D , . . . denote positive powers of d, dm, dm1, dm2 , . . . ,1 2
where m, m , m , . . . , are positive integers. Any non-empty word w in1 2
P )T can be expressed uniquely as a string of symbols w s ¨ . . . ¨ thatd L 1 n
allows no cancellation. Here n is the length of w and the symbols
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 .¨ , . . . , ¨ alternate between a translation t for some a / 0 in L and1 n a
either a power e or a root r . If ¨ s t , then w is called a translationD D 1 a
word. Suppose w is a given non-empty word of length n. We let z s z1
 .the given transcendental and define the transcendental chain for w to be
 4z , . . . , z , where z s z ¨ , j s 1, . . . , n and where, whenever ¨ s r1 nq1 jq1 j j j D j
some choice of D th root of z in L is made.j j
There is also a syllable form for w. To this end, call a word f , none of
whose symbols is a root, a polynomial word. Associated with its action is a
 .  .  .word polynomial f x which is either x q a a / 0 or
D lD 2D1f x s . . . x q a q a q ??? qa q a l G 1 , 2.1 .  .  .  . .1 2 l lq1 /
where, generally, each a / 0 but, exceptionally, if f is the initial part ofj
w, a may be zero, and, if it is the final part of w, a may be zero. From1 lq1
 .this, w has a unique expression as w s s . . . s k G 1 , where, for each1 k
j s 1, . . . , k y 1, the syllable s has shape s s f r with f a polynomialj j j D jj
 .word that, in the notation of 2.1 , has a a / 0, unless j s 1, when a1 lq1 1
may be zero. Similarly s s f r or f ; in the latter case a may be zerok k D k lq1k
and we interpret D as 1. Associated with the syllable form is the syllablek
 4transcendental chain m , . . . , m defined by1 kq1
m s z s z , m s m s , j s 1, . . . , k .1 1 jq1 j j
 4This is a subchain of z , . . . , z . Associated with either transcendental1 nq1
 .  .chain we sometimes use notation such as m , m i - j as shorthand fori j
the subword s . . . s acting on m to produce m .i jy1 i j
When k s 1 and w is a polynomial word, the assertion of Theorem 1.4
for z is obvious though were L to be a finite field, the finite exceptional
set could embrace the whole of L, which is a clue to why such fields must
.be excluded . So we assume this is not the case. For each j s 1, . . . , k q 1,
 .let K be the field K m , m obtained by adjoining m and m to K ; eachj 1 j 1 j
is an algebraic extension of K . We shall show that K / K , which1 kq1 1
 .  .certainly implies that z s m s z w / z s z s m . This is annq1 kq1 1 1
immediate consequence of the following theorem proved inductively on
.  w x. the length , which we label Hypothesis H cf. 1, 6, 7 . Recall that F is a
 1r M . .pure extension of a field E if F s E b for some b in E.
 .THEOREM 2.1 Hypothesis H . In the setting of Theorem 1.4 and with
notation as abo¨e let w s ¨ . . . ¨ s s . . . s be a non-empty word in P )T1 n 1 k d L
and let z be transcendental o¨er K. Then
 .  .  .H : K z : K z , z : ??? : K z , z ;1 1 1 2 1 nq1
H : K ; K ; ??? ; K , where the inclusions are strict except the2 1 2 kq1
.final one if D s 1 ;k
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H : if F is a pure extension of K of degree d contained in K , then3 1 kq1
F : K .2
Of course, H implies that K : K : ??? : K ; thus the substance1 1 2 kq1
of H is that, generally, these inclusions are strict.2
We note also the following immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1,
specifically of H .2
COROLLARY 2.2. In the situation of Theorem 2.1
w xK : K s D . . . D .kq1 1 1 k
3. STRUCTURE OF THE PROOF
The truth of Theorem 2.1 for words of length not exceeding n will be
 .  .labelled H n and that of each part will be labelled H n , j s 1, 2, 3, asj
 .appropriate. Hypothesis H is established by induction on n. H 1 is easy
and the induction step basically proceeds in stages according to the
scheme
H n « H n q 1 « H n q 1 « H n q 1 . 3.1 .  .  .  .  .1 2 3
In fact we have been unable to establish Theorem 2.1 by a single
 .operation of the procedure 3.1 . This is because the success of the method
 .  .deploying 3.1 depends on two lemmas as follows : the first we were
unable to establish directly and the second depends on it.
w xLEMMA 3.1. Suppose that f is a translation word polynomial in K x with
d  .  . f / f , where d / p is an odd prime not Mersenne if p s 2 . Thus1
 .  . .f x s x q a, a / 0, or has the form 2.1 with a . . . a / 0. Then the1 lq1
identity
f x s g x d hd x 3.2 .  .  .  .
 .is impossible for rational functions g, h in K x .
w xLEMMA 3.2. Suppose that f is a translation word polynomial in K x with
d  .  .f / f as in Lemma 3.1 and v / 1 is a dth root of unity. Then, for any1
integer t, the identity
f x f t v x g x d s hd x 3.3 .  .  .  .  .
 .is impossible for rational functions g, h in K x .
Of course Lemma 3.1 is a special case of Lemma 3.2 corresponding to
.  .t s 0 . Yet we can derive Lemma 3.2 from Lemma 3.1 see Section 9 and
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it is Lemma 3.1 that we found difficult to prove in general; indeed it is
false for certain ‘‘translation polynomials’’ that are not word polynomials.
For example, if p s 5 and d s 3, and if
f x s x75 q 2 x 51 y 2 x 27 y x 3 q 1, .
then
33f x s g x s g x q 1 , .  .  . .
where
g x s x 25 q 2 x17 y 2 x9 y x q 1. .
 .On the other hand there are certain words which we now describe for
 .which both lemmas are almost immediate for the relevant polynomials
and so for which the induction can proceed and Theorems 2.1 & 1.4 hold
.for such words even when p s 2 and d is a Mersenne prime .
We define an alternating word in P )T to be one for which thed L
alternate symbols in the string w s ¨ . . . ¨ which emanate from P1 n d
alternate between powers e and roots r , i.e., omitting subscripts, anyD D
section of w looks like . . . tetrtetrt . . . . In particular, the translation poly-
 .nomial associated with any syllable has the form 2.1 with l s 1, i.e., has
the shape
Df x s x q a q a , a a / 0. 3.4 .  .  .1 2 1 2
( )We call these basic translation polynomials. Exceptionally, the first sylla-
 .  .ble may have f x s x q a or have a s 0 in 3.4 and the last syllable may1
 .  .have f x s x q a or have a s 0 in 3.4 . Observe that the inverse of an2
alternating word is alternating and so is any subword. For basic translation
 .polynomials and x q a, a / 0 Lemma 3.1 is easy. For, trivially, by degree
 .  .considerations 3.2 cannot hold when f x s x q a. Further, a polynomial
 .  .  .3.4 with a / 0 has no repeated roots, which means that 3.2 could2
only hold with h a constant, which is obviously impossible. Similarly, as
 .  .  .regards Lemma 3.2, if f is given by 3.4 , then f x and f v x have at
 .most one common root. If a is some other root of f , then a and va
 . t .have multiplicities 1 and 0, respectively, as roots of f x f v x , which
 .contradicts 3.3 .
From the above we can now prove Theorem 2.1 for alternating words,
following the pattern of the next three sections according to the scheme
 ..  .3.1 . Once this is accomplished and not before , we are able to prove
 .Lemma 3.1 completely and then derive Lemma 3.2 . Finally, the pattern
of the next three sections, repeated exactly as the first time, yields
Theorem 2.1 for an arbitrary word w and transcendental z .
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 .  .Since we shall always assume H n and be testing H n q 1 , we shall
 4suppose that w s ¨ . . . ¨ with transcendental chain z , . . . , z . Nev-1 nq1 1 nq2
ertheless, we continue to suppose that w s s . . . s has k syllables and will1 k
employ the notation of Section 2. Theorem 2.1 is easy if k s 1 so we
suppose that k G 2. Induction also quickly takes care of words that begin
or end with a translation so we assume that this is not the case.
 .4. PROOF OF H n q 11
 .We assume H n and take w s ¨ . . . ¨ s s . . . s in P )T . In the1 nq1 1 k d L
first instance w will be supposed to be a simple word. On the repetition of
the argument w is an arbitrary word.
 .  .By H n applied to ¨ . . . ¨ and ¨ . . . ¨1 1 n 2 nq1
K z : K z , z : ??? : K z , z 4.1 .  .  .  .1 1 2 1 nq1
and
K z : K z , z : ??? : K z , z . 4.2 .  .  .  .2 2 3 2 nq2
 .  .Suppose, however, that K z , z does not contain K z , z . Then,1 nq2 1 nq1
 .obviously, ¨ is a power and s does not end in a root . Trivially,nq1 k
 .  .z s z ¨ g K z and hence K z , z is strictly contained innq2 nq1 nq1 nq1 1 nq2
 .  .K z , z . Further, ¨ is a root because otherwise z g K z and the1 nq1 1 2 1
 .  .inconsistent conclusion K z , z : K z , z is a consequence of1 nq1 1 nq2
 .adjoining z to the final two fields in the chain 4.2 . Moreover, we may1
 .  .  .also assume that K z , z l K z , z s K z ; for this purpose,1 nq2 1 2 1
 . mif ¨ s r , D s D s d , m G 2, it may be necessary to replace z s1 D 1 1
 d m. d l my ls z by z , 1 F l - m and ¨ by r , where D* s d . Since2 2 1 D*
 .  .z g K z and z g K z , we deduce thatnq2 nq1 1 2
K z , z s K z , z s K z , z , 4.3 .  .  .  .1 nq1 2 nq2 2 nq1
 .this field strictly containing K z , z .1 nq2
 .  . In terms of syllables, 4.1 ] 4.3 yield the following for which we note
D m  ..that m s z s m , D s d m G 1 ,1 1 2
K m , m s K m , m s K m , m , 4.4 .  .  .  .1 k 2 kq1 2 k
 .a field which strictly contains K s K m , m . Moreover, K lkq1 1 kq1 kq1
 .K s K and K s K m is a pure extension of K of degree D.2 1 k kq1 2 kq1
Suppose that k s 2. Then w s r f , where f is a translation polynomial:D
indeed f s f D 2 , since w ends in a power. Further, from the above,0
 .  .  D.K l K s K so that m s f m g K m s K m . Hence, identically,3 2 1 3 2 1 2
 .  D. w xf x s g x for some polynomial g. By the Theorem of 5 , certainly, for
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some integer i and polynomial g ,0
f x s x ig x d . 4.5 .  .  .0 0
 .If f is merely a translation x q a a / 0 , which is necessarily the case
 .when f is an alternating word, then, in 4.5 , g must be a constant, and0
 .f x s x, which contradicts the fact that it is a translation. Otherwise, the0
degree of the left side is a positive power of d and so we can take i s 0
and derive a contradiction from Lemma 3.1.
Suppose therefore that k ) 2. Then, since K is algebraically closed and,
in particular, contains all Dth roots of unity, K rK is a cyclic Galoisk kq1
extension of degree D. We apply to K a suitable element t of the Galoisk
group of the extension. Specifically, select t so that t fixes K ele-kq1
.  .ment-wise and sends m to vm , where v / 1 is a dth root of unity. Set2 2
 .m s t m g K and let the second syllable s of w be fr : in particular,3 3 k 2 D 2
  ..f is a basic translation polynomial as at 3.4 when w is an alternating
D D2 2 .word. An application of t to the expression m s f m yields m s3 2 3
 .f vm .2
 .  .It follows from the above that both K s K m , m and K m , m are3 2 3 2 3
 . m2pure extensions of K s K m of degree D s d , m G 1, contained2 2 2 2
 .  .in K . If, in fact, D s d m s 1 , then by H n applied to the wordk 2 2 3
 .  .m , m which is alternating whenever w is , we deduce that the two2 k
 .fields are identical. Suppose that m G 2 and that K / K m , m . Then2 3 2 3
ld .  .  4K m , m l K s K m , m , for some l g 1, . . . , m . In particular,2 3 3 2 3 2
lt d 1r d .  .  .m m s b for some integer t d ¦ t , where b g K m , b f K3 3 2 3
l ly1d d 1r d  ..otherwise m g K m , m . Nevertheless, b g K , since both m3 2 3 k 3
1r d .and m are in this field. Hence K b is a pure extension of K3 2 2
 .   ..contained in K and so, by H n again applied to m , m , it must bek 3 2 k
 1r d. 1r dthat K b : K . Thus b g K , contrary to a statement above. We2 3 3
t .conclude that, in every case, K m , m s K and hence that m m g2 3 3 3 3
 .  .K m for some t with d ¦ t . Thus, taking D th powers and setting2 2
x s m , we have2
f x f t v x s hd x .  .  .
 .  .identically for some rational function h x g K x , actually of the form
D 0 m2y1  .h , where D s d . Of course, h must be a polynomial. This0 0
contradicts Lemma 3.2 As noted before, f is a basic polynomial when w is
.an alternating word.
 .5. PROOF OF H n q 12
 .  .  .We can now assume H n q 1 in addition to H n . By H n it remains1 2
to prove that K ; K when s ends in r D ) 1. This is unaffectedk kq1 k D kk 9
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when D is replaced simply by the prime d. And, of course, such ank
.alteration to an alternating word would leave it alternating. If m gkq1
 .  .  .  .K z , m , then K z , m s K z , m contradicting H n applied to2 k 2 k 2 kq1 2
 .  .z , z . Hence m f K z , m and, in particular, w must begin with2 2 nq2 kq1 2 k
a power ¨ s e D s dm1, say.1 D 119
 .Now, by assumption and H n q 1 ,1
K z , m m s K z , m .  .  .2 k kq1 2 kq1
: K z , m s K z , m s K z , m z . 5.1 .  .  .  .  .1 kq1 1 k 2 k 1
 .  .  .From 5.1 , the field K z , m intermediate between K z , m and2 kq1 2 k
 .  D 0 .K z , m has the form K z , m for a divisor D of D with D - D .1 k 1 k 0 1 0 1
w  .  .xSince d s K z , m : K z , m , we have D rD s d. Replacing z2 kq1 2 k 1 0 1
D 0  .by z and ¨ by e we can assume D s d. Summarizing, z f K z , m ,1 1 d 1 1 2 k
yet
K z , m s K z , m s K m , m . 5.2 .  .  .  .2 kq1 1 k 1 kq1
 .For an analysis of 5.2 write
w s . . . e gy1 r fr , 5.3 .D* D d
where only the latter section of w is displayed and f and g are translation
polynomial words with gy1 denoting the inverse of g. Further, when w is
an alternating word f must be a basic polynomial and g is just a
 .y1  .  4translation. Also let u s s . . . s s m , z have y s m , y , . . .1 ky1 k 1 1 k 2
as its associated transcendental chain. Again, of course, u is alternating if
.w is.
 . d  .Set F s K m , m . Since m s f m , F is a pure extension ofk kq1 kq1 k
 .  .  .K m of degree d contained in K m , z but not K m , z . Applyk k 1 k 2
 .  .  .  .H n to u with respect to K y : F : K m , z . Then F : K y , y .3 1 k 1 1 2
 .  .Unless u is a monosyllable, by H n applied to u, K y , y :1 1 2
 .  .  .K y , z s K m , z , which yields the contradiction m g K z , m .1 2 k 2 kq1 2 k
 . .  . .Thus u is indeed monosyllabic with K m z s K m m s F and,k 1 k kq1
 .necessarily, in 5.3 , D* s d and
w s e gy1 r fr . 5.4 .d D d
 . t  .Hence, for some t prime to d , m m g K m . Raising this to the dthkq1 1 k
 .power and setting x s m we obtain, from 5.4 ,k
f x g t x D s hd x .  .  .
 D.  d.for some polynomial h. Of course, g x s g x and so this conflicts0
 .with Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 .
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 .We remark that now that H n q 1 has been established we may use2
Corollary 2.2 for alternating words in the first instance and then more
.generally, on the reiteration of the procedure .
 .6. PROOF OF H n q 13
 .  .  .We may assume H n q 1 , H n q 1 , H n , and Corollary 2.2.1 2 3
Let F be a pure extension of K of degree d contained in K but not1 kq1
 .  .in K . By H n we can suppose that s ends in a root r D ) 1 . Again2 3 k D kk
 .  .  .by H n we can suppose that F ­ K . Hence F m s F , say , which3 k k 1
clearly contains K , must be a pure extension of K of degree d containedk k
in K . By Corollary 2.2 we may replace the final root r of w by r andkq1 D dk
assume that F s K .1 kq1
 .  .Again write w as 5.3 . Let F be a subfield F m of F . Then F0 ky1 1 0
contains K , yet F rK must be an extension of degree d. Byky1 0 ky1
w x  .Corollary 2.2, K : K s Dd and so F / F , whereas F m s K .kq1 ky1 0 1 0 k kq1
Hence there is an F -automorphism t of K which maps m ¬ vm ,0 kq1 k k
 .  .where v / 1 is a dth root of unity. Set m s t m g K . Then,kq1 kq1 kq1
clearly,
K m s K m s K , . .k kq1 k kq1 kq1
t  .whence m m g K for some integer t indivisible by d . Further,kq1 kq1 k
t .  .K m , m m : K m , m , yetk kq1 kq1 k 1
dt tm m s f m f vm g K m . .  .  . .kq1 kq1 k k k
  ..  .  .y1As in Section 5 following 5.3 , by applying H n to u s s . . . s3 1 ky1
 4with syllable transcendental chain m s y , y , . . . we deduce thatk 1 2
t  .  . .m m g K y , y s K m y . Hence for some integer u, divisiblekq1 kq1 1 2 k 2
by D*rd,
t um m y g K m . .kq1 kq1 2 k
Taking dth powers and replacing m by x yieldsk
f x f t v x g u x D s hd x .  .  .  .
for some polynomial h, which clearly contradicts Lemma 3.2.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 as it relates to alternating words is now
complete. In order to establish it unconditionally it remains to verify
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 for arbitrary translation word polynomials f. This is
the task of the next sections.
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7. POLYNOMIAL LEMMAS
Let K continue to be an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic
 .p and d / p be an odd prime. It is within the realm we now consider
that the influence of the characteristic is most prominent and vigilance is
required throughout.
 . w xLEMMA 7.1. Let f be the word polynomial 2.1 in K x . Define
D jf x s x q a , f x s f x q a , j s 1, . . . , l , 7.1 .  .  .  . .1 1 jq1 j jq1
so that f s f , and set D s 1. Suppose that a is a root of f and indeedlq1 lq1
that the set of subscripts j s 1, . . . , l q 1 for which a is a root of f isj
 4  .j , . . . , j where s G 1 and j s l q 1 . Then the multiplicity of a as a root1 s s
of f is D . . . D . In particular, if a is a repeated root of f , then its multiplicityj j1 s
is a power of d.
Proof. Formally differentiating f , we obtain
l
D y1jf 9 s D f , 7.2 . j j
js1
 .from which we conclude since p ¦ D . . . D that, if a is a repeated root,1 l
then it is a root of at least one of f , . . . , f . In fact, whereas an induction1 l
 .argument based on the multiplicity M of a as a root of 7.2 would
succeed in characteristic zero, care must be taken in characteristic p
because, if p N M, it would not follow that a has multiplicity M q 1 as a
.root of f . Hence we use induction on s, the result being true for s s 1
 .which means j s l q 1 by the above.1
Suppose s ) 1. Then, by induction, a is a root of f of multiplicity 1.j1
For each j, j - j F l q 1, let g be the word polynomial such that f s1 j j
 D j .  41g f . Then g : j - j F l q 1 is a sequence of word polynomials asj j j 11
 .in 7.1 building up to
D lD jq 1g x s . . . x q a q ??? qa q a , j s j . .  . /jq1 l lq1 1
 .  .Since f a s 0, evidently a is a root of f j ) j if and only if 0 is a rootj j 11
 4of g ; hence the latter is the case precisely when j g j , . . . , j . Byj 2 s
induction 0 is a root of g of multiplicity D . . . D . Now h s f D j1 has a asj j j2 s 1
 .a root of multiplicity D . Since f s g h , the result follows.j1
 . w xLEMMA 7.2. Suppose that f x is a square-free polynomial in K x of the
 .  .d.  .  d.form f x s f x y 1 for some polynomial f . Then f x s g x for a0 0
w x  .  p R .d.polynomial g in K x if and only if f x s f x y x for some polyno-1
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 .  .  . mial f with f 0 / 0, where R s R p, d is the order of p modulo d and1 1
.then g s f .0
 .  p R .d .  .Proof. Suppose f x s f x y x . Automatically f 0 / 0,1 1
 .  . p Rsince otherwise 0 say is a multiple root. Moreover, because x q 1 y
 . p R  .  .  d.  .x q 1 s x y x, we have f x s f x q 1 s f x , where f x s0 0
   p Ry1 .r d .d.  .  d.  .d.f x x y 1 ; hence f x s f x s f x y 1 .1 0 0
 .  .d.  d.Suppose, conversely, that f x s f x y 1 s g x . Let a s 1 q0
 d.  d.b g K. If either g a s 0 or f b s 0, then a is a root of f. On the0
 d.  d.other hand, if a is a root of f , then g a s f b s 0. Now take a to0
i j .be a root of f. From the above we see that so also is each of v 1 q v b ,
 .0 F i, j F d y 1, where v / 1 is a dth root of unity. Hence all of
v i q v jb , 0 F i , j F d y 1, 7.3 .
i  i .are roots of f. In particular, v q b s 1 q v y 1 q b is a root for each
i s 1, . . . , d y 1. By repetition we deduce that each member of K of the
shape
dy1
i1 q m v y 1 q b , 0 F m F p y 1, 1 F i F d y 1, 7.4 .  . i i
is1
is a root of f.
 .  .  R.Now, by the definition of R, R N d y 1 and F v s GF p . Hencep
 2 Ry14  R.  .  i .1, v, v , . . . , v is a basis of GF p over GF p . Thus v y 1 :
4i s 1, . . . , R is also a basis since a linear relationship among its mem-
 .  i .bers would because v / 1 yield one among the members of v y 1 r
 . 4  2 Ry1 Ry2 4v y 1 : i s 1, . . . , R s 1, v q 1, v q v q 1, v q v q ??? q1 ;
 Ry14this set clearly spans the same F -vector space as 1, v, . . . , v . Wep
 . conclude that elements of form 7.4 comprise the set 1 q g q b :
 R.4g g GF p . It then follows that, for i s 0, . . . , d y 1, every element
i  .   R..of K of the form 1 q v g q b g g GF p is a root. But, for any, i,
 i  R.4  R.1 q v g : g g GF p s GF p and therefore we can say finally that
g q v ib , i s 0, . . . , d y 1, g g GF p R 7.5 . 4 .
 R.  .is a set of roots of f. Of course, if b g GF p , the set 7.5 is simply the
 R.  R.field GF p itself. On the other hand, if b f GF p , the displayed
 . members of 7.5 are all distinct or we would have an expression for b of
 .  i j.   R. .the form b s g y g r v y v g , g g GF p , 0 F i - j F d y 11 2 1 2
 R..  R.which implies that b g GF p . Hence, provided b f GF p , we derive
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 .from the roots 7.5 a factor of f of the form
dy1 dy1
Rpi i ix y v b y g s x y v b y x y v b 4 .  .  .    5
Ris0 is0 .ggGF p
dy1
R Rp i ps x y x y v b y b .  . 5
is0
dRps x y x y B , 7.6 . .
 p R .d  R.where B s b y b / 0 since b f GF p and, in the above, we used
 i. p R i  R.the fact that v s v because v g GF p . On the other hand, were
 R.  .b g GF p we would, instead of 7.6 , obtain a factor of f simply of the
form x p
R y x. Since f is square-free we deduce that f is an expression of
the form
d dR Rp px y x x y x y B , d s 0 or 1, 7.7 . .  .  5
B
 .  .  p R .d. w d x where f 0 / 0. Since f x and f x y x are both in K x from1 1
R . p Rthe beginning of the proof and because d N p y 1 and, clearly, x y x is
 .not, we deduce that d s 0 in 7.7 and the result holds.
8. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1
We are now equipped to tackle Lemma 3.1 itself. By our remarks in
 .Section 3 we may suppose that the polynomial word f has the shape 2.1
 .  .with l G 2 and a . . . a / 0 and that f satisfies 3.2 . Replacing x by1 lq1
 .D1ya x we may assume that a s y1. Then f is a polynomial in x y 11 1
 .dand so certainly in x y 1 .
Suppose a s 1 q b is a root of f of multiplicity N. Then, either a s 1
 .  .b s 0 and N is a power of d Lemma 7.1 or the whole factor
 .d dx y 1 y b of f has multiplicity N. It follows that the factor f * of f
 .whose roots are those of f that have multiplicity 1 f * is square-free has
ˆ d .  . .  .the shape f * x s f x y 1 . Moreover, from 3.2 , the multiplicities of
 i 4each member of v a : i s 0, . . . , d y 1 as a root of f are congruent
 . w d x  .modulo d and so f * x g K x . It follows that, in 3.2 , we can suppose
 .  d.that g is a polynomial such that f * x s g x and hence that h is also a
  d..polynomial co-prime to g x .
Further, by Lemma 7.2,
dRpf * x s f x y x , f 0 / 0, 8.1 .  .  . . /1 1
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 . d  .dwhere R s R p, d . Note also that h is a polynomial in x y 1 and so,
w xby the Theorem of 5 ,
d dh x s x y 1 h x y 1 , 0 F d F d y 1. 8.2 .  .  .  . .1
 .  .d.Let f be the word polynomial such that f x s f x y 1 , i.e.,0 0
D lD 2D 0f x s . . . x q a q ??? qa q a , D s D rd. 8.3 .  . . /0 2 l lq1 0 1
 .  .Then, by 8.1 and 8.2 ,
dR p y1.r d d df x s f x x y 1 x h x . 8.4 .  .  . . /0 1 1
 .Indeed by Lemma 7.1 applied to f , d s 0 or 1 in 8.4 .0
 .  .Now, of course, the f factor of 8.4 is square-free since f * is and so,1
denoting the product of the factors of f that have multiplicity 1 by f U , we0 0
have as before
dRDU D d  p y1.r d0f x s f x q a s x f x x y 1 , d s 0 or 1, .  .  . /  /0 2 1
8.5 .
where a s a / 0, D s D , and f is a polynomial.2 2 2
Although the original polynomial f had degree prime to p, it may be
 .that the degree of f or f in 8.5 is divisible by p and the natural attack1 2
 .on the viability of 8.5 that seeks to display a non-zero term on one side of
 .8.5 that is not matched by one on the other is not easy to sustain. We
 .succeeded in this approach only when d s 1 in 8.5 . The details follow.
Suppose, therefore, that d s 1. Suppose also that deg f s M,2
deg f s N and write1
f x s x M q Ax M1 q . . . , f x s x N q Bx N1 q . . . , AB / 0. 8.6 .  .  .2 1
U  .Then, if T s deg f , we have, from 8.5 ,0
T s D DM s p RN q 1; 8.7 .0
 . r X Xthus p ¦ M since R G 1 . Set N s p N , r G 0, where p ¦ N .
 .Now, from 8.6 , since p ¦ DM
DD T TyD0 0f x q a s x q D D q . . . .  . /2 0 Max
q A xTy MyM1.D 0 D q . . . q . . . . 8.8 .  .
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 .  .Thus the non-zero term in 8.8 of highest degree after T has degree
  . .  .T y D since M y M D G D G d . On the other hand, from 8.5 ,0 1
dR r RX p y1.r d T Typ  p y1.r dxf x x y 1 s x y dN x q . . . .  . /1
q B xTyp RNyN1. q . . . y . . . . 8.9 . .
 .In 8.9 the ‘‘drop’’ from T of the index of the term on the right side
 .  r R .of next largest degree that genuinely appears is min p p y 1 rd,
R ..  Xp N y N unless these numbers are equal and also B s dN1
 ..in F . Suppose this last situation is not the case. It cannot be thatp
R .p N y N is the smaller of the two numbers for then it must equal D1 0
  ..by 8.8 , which is impossible since R G 1 and p ¦ D . Hence0
D s pr p R y 1 rd. 8.10 . .0
 .  .Now 8.10 is impossible if r G 1 which would imply p N D or if p is0
  .odd for then the right side of 8.10 is even, since d is odd, and D is also0
.odd . It follows that p s 2 and
2 R y 1 s dm , D s dmy 1 , m G 1. 8.11 .0
If m s 1, then D s 1 and d is a Mersenne prime. Precisely because we0
 .  .were unable to settle the impossibility or otherwise of 8.5 in this
situation we have excluded this case from Lemma 3.1 and our theorems.
 .Suppose m G 2 in 8.11 . Then the equation is a particular case of
Catalan’s equation which, fortunately, can be shown to be impossible by
w xknown results, all of which are quoted in 10 . Easily R ) 1 and we may
write R s rs, m s kl, where s and l are the largest prime divisors of R
 .and m, respectively. Then 8.11 may be written as the diophantine
equation
X s y Y l s 1, X s 2 r , Y s dk . 8.12 .
w xIf s and l are both odd, then l N X by a result of Cassels 3 which implies
 .the contradiction l s 2. If l s 2, the impossibility of 8.12 for s odd was
w x w xestablished by Lebesgue 8 and if s s 2 and l is odd by Chao Ko 4 . Of
 .course if s s l s 2, then 8.12 is trivially impossible for positive integers
X, Y.
 .We now consider the case mentioned after 8.9 which was deferred at
the time; that is,
pr p R y 1 rD s p R N y N 8.13 .  . . 1
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 X  . .and B s dN in F , though we make no use of this . Develop the shapep
 .of f in 8.6 as1
f x s x N q B x N1 q B x N2 q ??? qB x Nk q . . . , .1 1 2 k
where B s B , B , . . . are all non-zero and N s N ) N ) N ) . . . .1 2 0 1 2
 .Suppose that, in fact, N k G 1 is the first member of the sequence notk
divisible by p and let prj be the exact power of p dividing N for eachj
 .j F k so that r s r and r ) 1 if 0 F j - k . Observe that0 j
NjdR R R r Rj p y1.r d Typ D Typ D yp  p y1.r dj jx x x y 1 s x y c x q . . . , . / j
j G 0, 8.14 .
 .where c / 0 and D s N y N . It is clear from 8.14 that, for j - k, thej j j
 .drop in every term of the expansion 8.14 is divisible by p and, trivially,
even for j G k, the drop in the first term in each such expansion is divisible
R  .by p . On the other hand, we know from 8.8 that the drop in the first
uncancelled term must be D , which is not divisible by p.0
 .Consider the second term of the expansion 8.14 with j s k. It has
R  R .drop p D q p y 1 rd, which is indivisible by p. It therefore cannotk
 .cancel with any term from any of the expansions 8.14 with j - k. Since
R . R  R .p D y D G p ) p y 1 rd, neither can it cancel with any withkq1 k
j ) k, its drop being less than any of these. Hence this is the smallest drop
of a term that does not cancel; i.e.,
D s p RD q p R y 1 rd. 8.15 . .0 k
 .Moreover, each first term of 8.14 for 1 F j F k must cancel with the
 .second or subsequent term of 8.14 for j9 with 0 F j9 - j. Hence
p RD s p RD q l prj9 p R y 1 rd, for some 0 F j9 - j F k , l G 1, .j j9 j j
8.16 .
 . R  .where D s 0. In 8.15 substitute for p D using 8.16 with j s k and0 k
R  .then again for p D using 8.16 with j s k9 - k, and so on. Since D s 0k 9 0
we obtain eventually
D s l p R y 1 rd for some l ) 1; .0
i.e.,
dD s l p R y 1 . 8.17 . .0
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 . R  .But 8.17 implies that p y 1 is a power of d. As at 8.10 this immedi-
 .ately yields p s 2 and, by the argument following 8.11 , that d is a
Mersenne prime, which we have excluded by hypothesis.
 .The reader will have observed the difficulty in dismissing 8.5 when
d s 1. Yet, in fact, our precise knowledge of the minimum drop D on the0
left side meant that we had a measure of control in the situation. When
d s 0 we lose this control and we found the identity intractable by such
means. We can, however, deal with this case by employing Theorem 2.1 in
.the form of Theorem 1.4 for an appropriate alternating word w: recall that,
for such a word, Theorem 2.1 has been validated unconditionally already.
d  .For this purpose take x ¬ x in 8.5 to obtain
dRD 2U d D p1f x s f x q a s f x y x , 8.18 .  .  . . .  /  /0 2 1
  ..where D and D are positive powers of d as at 5.3 . In fact, the1 2
 . U  .  .polynomial 8.18 is square-free because f in 8.5 is and f 0 / 0.0 1
Observe that
x p
R y x s T x p y x , .
 . p Ry 1 p Ry 2 pwhere T x s x q x q ??? qx q x. Therefore we can immediately
complete the proof of Lemma 3.1 by means of the following result.
 .  D .d.LEMMA 8.1. Let f x s f x q a be a non-constant polynomial in0
w x  . mK x , where a / 0, d / p is an odd prime and D s d , m G 1. Then the
identity
f x s g x p y x 8.19 .  .  .
is impossible for any polynomial g.
p  . pProof. If f s f , 8.19 holds with f instead of f so suppose f / f .1 1 1
 .Let Y be transcendental over K an indeterminate and consider the
 .polynomial f Z y Y as a polynomial of degree N in Z with coefficients
 .in K Y . It is clearly irreducible and has N distinct roots in a splitting field
 .  p.  .L over K Y because f / f . Let S be the set of roots of f Z y Y.1
Then S has cardinality N and each member is transcendental over K.
 .From 8.19 it is clear that
z g S « z q 1 g S. 8.20 .
mq 1  .Now with D s d let « be a primitive D th root of unity in K . Then1 1
D  .« s v, where v / 1 is a dth root of unity. For each j G 0, set
j .b s v 1 y v a / 0 and define the alternating word w in P )T byj j d L
w s e t r t jq 1 , j s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 8.21 .j D b D «j
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We consider the action of w on a transcendental of the form « j z, wherej
z g S. We obtain, for any j G 0,
1rDDj j jq1« z w s « z q b q « .  . /j j
1rDjq1 y1 D y1s « v z q a v y 1 q 1 , 8.22 .  . . 5
D  .where we make the natural choice of « for the Dth root of « s v . Let
z* be the expression
1rDy1 D y1z* s v z q a v y 1 . .
 .appearing in 8.22 . Then
d d dD y1 D y1 Dz* q a s v z q v a s z q a , .  .  .
 .  .from which it follows that f z* s f z s Y and so z* g S. We deduce
 .  .from 8.20 that also z* q 1 g S. Thus, from 8.22 , if z g S, then, for
every j G 0,
« j z w s « jq1z , 8.23 .  .j 1
where z g S, for some choice of root in the action of w .1 j
Next, define w to be the word
w s w w . . . w g P )T .0 1 D y1 d L1
Then clearly w is an alternating word of length 4D ; there is no cancella-1
 .tion. Moreover, by 8.23 , given any z g S, there is an action of w such
 D1 . jthat zw g S since « s 1 . For any j G 1 let w be the word in P )Td L
 . 1formed by a string of j copies of w : thus w s w. Then, for every j G 1,
w j is an alternating word of length 4 jD . Moreover, we can define the1
action of w j on z g S in such a way that zw j g S for every j; indeed, with
the convention that w0 is the empty word,
zw j w k s zw jqk for all j, k G 0. .
Further, since S has cardinality N, it follows that two members of the set
 2 N 4 j jqkz, zw, zw , . . . , zw coincide. Suppose in fact that zw s zw , where
0 F j - j q k F N. Then
zw j w k s zw j ; .
i.e., the non-empty alternating word w k maps a transcendental in L onto
itself, in contradiction to Theorem 1.4 which is a consequence of Theorem
.2.1 . This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
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9. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2
 .Assume 3.3 holds. Then, as at the beginning of Section 8, we can
 .  .d.suppose a s y1 and certainly f x s f x y 1 . Indeed, from the1 0
 .discussion there based on Lemma 7.1 , the square-free polynomial factor
 .f * of f whose roots are those of f that have multiplicity 1 also satisfies
ˆ d .  .  . .3.3 and has the shape f * x s f x y 1 . We can also suppose that
 .0 F t F d y 1 in 3.3 .
Let a be any root of f * and, for each i s 0, . . . , d y 1, denote by mi
the multiplicity of v ia as root: then, of course, m s 0 or 1 for every i. Iti
i  .follows that the multiplicity of v a as a root of f v x is given by mdy1
 . i  d.for i s 0 and m for every other i. Since every v a features in g x toiy1
 .the same multiplicity whether in the numerator or denominator , it
 .follows from 3.3 that
m q tm ' m q tm ' m q tm ' ??? ' m q tm0 dy1 1 0 2 1 dy1 dy2
mod d . 9.1 .  .
 .Adding the congruences in 9.1 we obtain
m q m q ??? qm t q 1 ' 0 mod d . .  .  .0 1 dy1
 .Hence, either m q m q ??? qm ' 0 mod d , which implies that0 1 dy1
necessarily m s 1, i s 0, 1, . . . , d y 1 since m s 1 and every m is 0 ori 0 i
.  .1 , or t q 1 ' 0 mod d which means that t s d y 1. But in the latter
 .case 9.1 again implies that m , . . . , m are all congruent modulo d and0 dy1
so each is 1, as before. Hence these roots contribute a factor x d y a d to
 .  d.  .  d. d .f *. Thus f * x s f x , say, and so, by Lemma 7.1, f x s f x f x1 1 2
contradicting Lemma 3.1.
Now that Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 have been fully justified, the verification
 .   ..of H n q 1 assuming H n for general words is carried out through the
 .programme described in Sections 4-6. Thus Hypothesis H Theorem 2.1 is
proved.
We remark that, in characteristic 0, Lemma 3.1 follows immediately
from the observation early in Section 8 that
d dˆf * x s f x y 1 s g x .  .  . .
is impossible, by considering the coefficient of x Ny1, where N s deg f *
  ..see 1.1 . Moreover, in the same situation, the proof we have given of
Lemma 3.2 goes through without charge. This yields a proof of White’s
Theorem without recourse to geometry. On the other hand, the difficulty
in establishing Lemma 3.1 in characteristic p and its resolution in Lemma
.8.1 by means of a special case of Theorem 2.1 suggests to us that the
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freeness of P )T and the assertion of these lemmas as they relate tod L
.questions of possible alternative functional decompositions are intrinsi-
cally bound together.
10. COMPLETION
A few points from Section 1 require some further discussion.
The first relates to Theorem 1.4 as regards the claims concerning
 4algebraic elements, i.e., members of K s F w . With w, z transcenden-p
.tal as in Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 we can explicitly construct
 .P z, y , a monic irreducible polynomial in z of degree D . . . D with1 k
 .  .   .. coefficients in K y , such that P m , m s P z w, z s 0. Herekq1 1
D , . . . , D are the degrees of the roots which end the syllables of w, as in1 k
.Section 2. The same P is obtained no matter how we extract roots when
we consider the action of w.
 .  .Set P z, y s z y y and, in descending order, define P z, y , j skq1 j
k, . . . , 1, by
D y1j
iP z , m s P z , v m , j s k , . . . , 1, .  .j j jq1 jq1 jq1
is0
 .  .where v is a primitive D th root of unity. Put P z, y s P z, y andjq1 j 1
our claim is justified by Corollary 2.2.
 .It follows that P z, z certainly cannot have z y z as a factor. Specializ-
 .ing z ª a g K, we conclude that P z, a is undefined or has a factor of
z y a for only finitely many values of a . For all other values of a in K,
 .P a , a / 0; so a w / a . This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Of course, Theorem 1.5 follows easily from Theorem 1.4. We remark
ˆthat although the representation of P )T on F is natural and self-con-d p p,d
tained it seems necessary to go beyond this field in order to confirm its
faithfulness. In fact, the logical structure of the proof begins by establish-
 .ing Theorem 2.1 for L s F z where z is transcendental over F , .p p
 . descending by means of the argument above to F which is the same asp
 N . .GF p , where very prime P in N appears to the power ` and ultimately
ˆto F and its infinite subfields. The crucial point is that any word fixesp,d
only finitely many members of any field. There is evidently an appropriate
ˆversion of Theorem 1.5 for F but the feature of F which makes thatp p,d
specific result so attractive is the canonical nature of the action.
As to Corollary 1.6 the only purpose in selecting g to be a primitiver
 r .root of GF p is to ensure that the components of g are distinct and
therefore any non-empty word fixes only finitely many of them. In effect, g
is transcendental over the field.
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